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Lifeloc Sentinel
Advanced On-Site Alcohol Testing

Entry System Capability: Can integrate 
with locking systems on Turnstiles, 
Entry Booths, Time clocks or any other 
gate access system.

Rapid Testing: Provides a Positive 
or Negative response for alcohol. 
No mouthpieces required - no 
environmental disposal issues. Low 
cost per test.

Lightning Fast Repeatability: Instant 
response time - up to 1500 tests per 
day.

Rugged Housing: Anodized aluminium 
construction. Created for high dust, 
high vibration environments.

New Technology

KEY DETAILS
Wall Mounted

1 Step Process

No Mouthpieces

Fast

Simple

Accurate

High Throughput

Entry System Capability

Call Today!
1300 79 70 30

Remote Updates: Field updates using 
USB.

Customisation: Custom user interface 
or test sequence.

Serviceability: Calibration is a simple 
modular system allowing for fast, in-
field changeover.

The Lifeloc Sentinel uses a full 
colour LCD screen along with easy 
to understand icons to clearly 
communicate with the test subject 
making for easy interpretation by user.

QUALITY
IS0 9001 

ENVIRONMENT
ISO 14001

HEALTH & SAFETY
ISO 45001



Lifeloc have been at the forefront of 

breathalyser manufacture for over 30 

years. 

Their experience of producing devices 

for law  enforcement has given them 

unparalleled knowledge of what the 

user requires, the engineering required 

to create such a device and the years of 

research required in order to produce a 

high quality device.

The Sentinel has been designed for harsh 

conditions, coming standard with gasket 

seals, anodised aluminium lockable case 

which provides protection from dust, 

vibration, condensation and tampering.

The modular system makes calibration 

time a breeze - simply open the unit 

and swap out the internal breathalyser 

with a pre-calibrated unit saving time 

and money and in doing so never 

compromising your site by having no 

breathalyser onsite because it has been 

sent in for recalibration.

Simply put, the lifeloc Sentinel is a step 

forward in onsite alcohol testing.

Key Product Information:
One-step process.
No mouthpieces.
Full colour LCD screen
Fast throughput - up to 1500 tests per day.
Simple to use - easy to understand user interface.
Accurate - utilising a 25mm fuel cell.
Modular system allows for fast changeover of modular 
breathalyser.
Remote area software updates are a breeze using a 
simple USB stick.
Gaskets - Breath port, door and screen gaskets reduce 
the ability for dust and moisture to gain entry to the unit.
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Instructs users 
when to blow

Test pass - Entry 
allowed

Test Failed No Entry


